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7. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

7.1 Conclusions 
 

The main conclusions drawn from this research project are described below. 

 

A system capable of providing efficient trading mechanism using SMS messaging that 

enables Sri Lankan farmers and traders to directly interact with each other have been 

designed and implemented. The research goals identified in chapter 1 is covered by the 

current system with in the specified scope (1.3) 

 

The system developed provides varying querying facilities (5.2.5 ) through SMS  to get 

timely and accurate market information on agricultural commodities by farming and 

trading communities. 

 

The system facilitates framers and traders to negotiate on trading deals by means of 

effective bidding mechanism (5.2.7 ). The automated payment processing ensures 

efficient and reliable fund transfers between trader, farmer bank accounts while the 

automation of order transportation further facilitates trader operations. 

 

A simplified subset of features (refer 3.4.1 ) of standard ebXML Framework along with 

underlying meta-model named UMM (UN/CEFACT Modeling Methodology) meta-

model was successfully adopted for this SMS based trading portal to support execution of 

business collaborations consisting of business transactions. 

 

System has demonstrated good response time for all user queries marinating a high 

accuracy in the responses with a reasonable data load.  The automated farmer- trader 

offer matching and notification generation service proved to be well operating with 

efficient throughput (5.2.4 ). The bidding process ( 5.2.7  ) is well streamlined with the 
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business requirement ultimately leading to automated fund transfer ( 5.2.11 ) with high 

accuracy and efficiency. 

All response times could have been further improved by improving thread efficiency of 

the threads used in SMS processing module and other threads used in the system. 

 

7.2 Recommendations   
 

The proposed system should be implemented in conjunction with a private or a public 

sector administrative body that could carry out the necessary IT related tasks and other 

administrative functions. 

 

In a commercial implementation of this system it’s required to establish regional offices 

to enable farmer trader registration to the system and such offices can be equipped with 

free browsing facilities or  farmer, trader offer displaying with large screens to enable 

interested parties to start negotiation on it. Further such an regional office can provide 

some initial hands on training sessions for the farmers and   traders  on SMS operations 

and web browsing. 

 

Subscription fee may need to be introduced to the system to cover the cost of SMS 

notifications to all traders. At the point of registration users can declare there willingness 

to get such fee debited from their accounts to the admin account with same payment 

simulation process in advance the following month starts based on services they get 

registered to have notifications. 

 

To the smooth operation of payment handling a bank has to be selected which is having 

many branches all over the island especially in rural areas and traders, farmers and 

transporters all should have bank accounts opened at that bank. 

Support of the local banking sector to establish the proposed payment gateway 

infrastructure dedicated to this process is also mandatory for the successful 

implementation and operation of the  of the system. 
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7.3 Future Work  
 

This SMS based trading engine provides an end to end comprehensive solution for 

farmers and traders to carry out business purely based on SMS’s while web client 

basically provides some administrative tasks and user query fulfillment. Both 

components of the system can be further improved to facilitate many other sophisticated 

features that make the business operation smooth. 

 

Knowledge management module can be integrated to the system which will be capable to 

analyze price variation of commodities with aging and predict the most appropriate bid 

that should be placed for a specific offer which will be an enormous support for traders to 

arrive at reasonable bid amounts. 

 

The proposed profile management module can be implemented to manage negotiation 

operations with more dynamic nature. Currently an agreed set of negotiation patterns 

have been hard coded for each of the collaborations. The flexibility of the system can be 

further improved by allowing the users to select and agree on the negotiations process 

that they  are willing to follow in business collaborations. This will definitely cater for 

diverse set of requirements on the fly. 

 

Payment handling for transportation management module can also be fully automated 

using the same payment handling simulation process to make automatic transfer of funds 

from trader account to transporter account. It could also have the extra feature of delivery 

management with appropriate notifications. 

 

A J2ME client  ( 3.2.3) can also be introduced just to avoid typing SMS’s as J2ME client 

can be developed to generate SMS’s by simply clicking on menu items. Incorporation of 

J2ME client to the system implemented won’t raise any issues since system architecture 

was designed keeping provision for that. A J2ME client can interact with the trading 
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engine through the SMS gateway if the request comes in the form of SMS or through the 

servelet engine if it comes in the form of HTTP request. 

Web client can be improved to in-cooperate complete operation in local language where 

currently it’s limited to certain aspects only.   Also the web client can be further 

improved to have the total business operation including posting offers, bidding, payments 

and full operation of transportation to be carried out by it.  

 

Yet another enhancement to the system would be enabling a mechanism to watch on bad 

transactions taking place continuously by certain users and generating an alert to 

administrative body on such users to take an appropriate action. Even feature can be in-

cooperated to disable such users automatically. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


